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Women have expressed a number of concerns about Biden, ranging from his 

voting record on racial and criminal justice issues to the recent allegations of 

sexual misconduct against him. But their decision to cast their vote for Biden in 

November is the same: If Trump wins, millions more Americans will suffer. 

That heavy sense of responsibility isn't unique to Democratic women right now, 

either. Domonique James, Founder and CEO of Politics With a Purpose, tells 

I11Style that she expects a sector of Republican women to vote Democrat in :,m:.!u 

- and it could be enough to push Biden to victory. She cites recent analysis

conducted by HIT Strategies, a polling and strategy firm, that shows white

women in the key states of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Virginia have swung to

Biden. The analysis also found that Biden currently has 10% more support in

Michigan than Hillary Clinton had in 2016. "Further data suggests that women

voters have been moving away from the Republican Party for a while, but

Trump's presidency potentially accelerated [the shift]," James says.

"It's a combination of [Trump's] rhetoric and some of his hardline stances that 

[Republican women] just fundamentally disagree with," she tells JnStyle, noting 

that family separation at the border and the images of children in cages marked 

a turning point for many women. James also points to the 2018 midterms, when 

Democrats elected the most diverse Congress (and the most women) ever. "A Jot 

of those women came from suburban communities and swing communities," she 

says, which should bode well for Democrats in 2020.
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contest. "I also think that the VP pick needs to appeal to women across the 

country in various demographics, so not only Democrats - but also Republican 

women who are fed up with Trump - could see power in her leadership," James 

says. 

In the first week of August, Biden announced Kamala Harris as his running 

mate. Confidence in her leadership abilities will be of the utmost importance 

come November. "Joe Biden is older and, should anything happen, she'll be one 

heartbeat away from the presidency," she adds. 
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Whether Harris was the woman she was rooting for or not, Allen summed up 

what's at stake in this election: 'Tfrump] has done decades worth of damage," 

she says. "We will not survive four more years. Anything we feel is American will 

be gone if he's re-elected." 

*Last name has been withheld for privacy.
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